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"After being given approval to use their parking lots, Hobby Lobby, Quilted Bear and the Germantown alternate location, were intimidated by the caller, Maria Hanrahan, who admitted this to this blogger via this blog's comment section (which will not be posted here as she has her own blog)." Ginny Maziarka, on her WISSUP blog

Since I am not allowed to post comments on the above blog, including not being able to respond to accusations, I wanted to address the above false statement, which implies I admitted to the blogger that I intimidated the businesses.

I called Hobby Lobby and the alternate Germantown location (I did not called the Quilted Bear). I did not ask them to do anything, such as cancel the petition signings by the other group. I only asked them if they were aware of it. At Hobby Lobby, I never even spoke directly to the store manager until Saturday morning. At that point, he had arrived at the store and already, prior to any conversation with me, asked WBCFSL to remove themselves from the Hobby Lobby parking lot and remain on the public sidewalk, as is the rule for all advocacy groups using space near Hobby Lobby."